Walking and Running on Yielding and Fluidizing Ground
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Abstract—We study the detailed locomotor mechanics of a small, lightweight robot (DynaRoACH, 10 cm, 25 g) which can move on a granular substrate of closely packed 3 mm diameter glass particles at speeds up to 50 cm/s (5 body length/s), approaching the performance of small, high-performing, desert-dwelling lizards. To reveal how the robot achieves this high performance, we use high speed imaging to capture kinematics, and develop a numerical multi-body simulation of the robot coupled to an experimentally validated discrete element method (DEM) simulation of the granular media. Average forward speeds measured in both experiment and simulation agreed well, and increased non-linearly with stride frequency, reflecting a change in the mode of propulsion. At low frequencies, the robot used a quasi-static “rotary walking” mode, in which the granular material yielded as the legs penetrated and then solidified once vertical force balance was achieved. At high frequencies, duty factor decreased below 0.5 and aerial phases occurred. The propulsion mechanism was qualitatively different: the robot ran rapidly by utilizing the speed-dependent fluid-like inertial response of the material. We also used our simulation tool to vary substrate parameters that were inconvenient to vary in experiment (e.g., granular particle friction) to test performance and reveal limits of stability of the robot. Using small robots as physical models, our study reveals a mechanism by which small animals can achieve high performance on granular substrates, which in return advances the design and control of small robots in deformable terrains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing need for robots to traverse a diversity of complex terrain. Platforms have been developed that can effectively run on fractured rigid ground [1], [2], crawl within concave surfaces [3], and climb on walls [4]. However, relative to biological organisms [5], manmade devices often have poor locomotor ability on granular substrates like sand and gravel. For example, in wheeled and tracked vehicles, wheel slippage and sinkage can cause significant performance loss [6].

Granular media are collections of particles that interact through dissipative, repulsive contact forces [7]. Forced granular media remain solid below the yield stress but flow like a fluid when the yield stress is exceeded [8]. The solid-fluid transition presents great challenges for terrestrial devices moving on granular media. For example, previous studies [9] demonstrated that a bio-inspired RHex-class legged robot, SandBot (30 cm, 2.3 kg), walked effectively at up to 1 body length/s on granular media at low to intermediate stride frequencies, where the granular material behaved like a yielding solid. The granular material yielded as the legs penetrated until vertical force balance was achieved. The granular material then solidified under the legs while the body lifted and moved forward, as if the robot were walking on a solid. At high stride frequencies, however, because the legs encountered previously disturbed ground, the granular material around the legs became continuously fluidized, and the robot “swam” forward slowly (~ 0.01 body length/s) using drag on the legs to overcome belly drag.

In contrast, a variety of animals live in the deserts and move rapidly across granular surfaces. For example, the zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides, ~10 cm, ~10 g) can run at speeds over 100 cm/s (10 body length/s) on sand. Unlike SandBot which must penetrate a large portion (>70%) of its legs to move on granular media, the lizard is light enough that even while running it only penetrates a small portion (<30%) of its legs into granular substrates to generate force [5]. This suggests that a small, lightweight body may confer advantages for locomotion on deformable surfaces such as granular media.

Recent advances in smart composite microstructure (SCM) [10] have enabled the development of small, lightweight robots (~10 cm, ~20 g) [11] [12] like DynaRoACH (Fig. 1A). These robots are similar in size to the zebra-tailed lizard (among other myriad desert vertebrates and invertebrates [13], [14]) and can achieve performance approaching animals (~10 body length/s) on solid surfaces. Therefore, in addition to advancing locomotor capabilities of devices on complex terrain [15], these lightweight robots provide promising physical models to study how effective legged locomotion can be achieved on granular substrates in small, high-performing animals.
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Another challenge for studying locomotion on granular media is the lack of comprehensive force models at the level of the Navier-Stokes equations for fluids [16]. Recently an experimentally validated discrete element method (DEM) simulation (described below) of a model granular medium (3 mm diameter glass particles) was developed and successfully captured the locomotor mechanics of a sand-swimming lizard moving within granular media [17]. The DEM simulation provides a tool to obtain accurate, detailed information such as force and flow of the granular media during intrusions relevant to locomotion. Such information is challenging to obtain in experiments, since force platforms [18] and 3D particle image velocimetry (PIV) are not yet developed for deformable opaque ground.

In this paper we reveal basic principles of movement of lightweight locomotors on granular media using a combination of laboratory experiment and computer simulation. We perform studies of DynaRoACH on a medium of small glass particles. To obtain estimates of ground reaction forces that result in high performance, we integrate the DEM simulation with a multi-body dynamic simulation of the robot. Our study reveals for the first time that qualitatively different propulsion mechanisms exist for low and high frequency movement on granular media. While the low frequency locomotion of DynaRoACH can be understood using a previously introduced “rotary walking” model, at higher frequency, the robot utilizes a hydrodynamic mechanical response of the granular medium to achieve high performance through sustained fluidization of the ground. We use the simulation to systematically vary parameters like particle friction that are inconvenient to modify in experiment, and demonstrate performance and stability limits. We expect that the mechanics discovered here and the tools we have developed should be applicable to other devices and provide a starting point to understand biological locomotion and develop robot designs on more complex deformable substrates, like leaf litter and mud.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experiments

1) Robotic platform

The DynaRoACH robot used in this study (Fig. 1A) is a small, lightweight (10 cm, 25 g), bio-inspired hexapod robot [11]. It has six c-shaped legs (radius 1 cm) and uses an alternating tripod gait. All six legs are driven by a single motor through body linkages. The motor is controlled by a centralized controller mounted close to the center of mass (CoM) of the robot. Control parameters like stride frequency, running time, and PID control gains are set on a PC and communicated to the controller through a Bluetooth wireless interface.

2) Model granular media

We used 3.0 ± 0.2 mm diameter glass particles (density = 2.47 g/cm³) as the granular medium (see Fig. 1C). The large size of the particles reduces computation time in the simulation portion of the study, facilitating a direct comparison between experiment and simulation. While these particles are larger than most natural sand grains, they have similar qualitative behavior in response to intrusion; a previous study [17] also demonstrated that these particles were a good model for studying locomotion within granular media.

In nature, granular media exist in a range of compactions, measured by the volume fraction \( \phi \) (the ratio between the solid volume and the occupied volume). For dry granular media, \( \phi \) can vary from \( 0.57 < \phi < 0.64 \) [19], although this range is influenced by particle friction [20]. The yield strength of a granular medium generally increases with \( \phi \) [9], [21] and affects locomotor performance on the granular medium [9]. In our study, we prepared the granular medium into a closely packed state (\( \phi = 0.63 \)). However, we found that our results did not qualitatively change for different \( \phi \) (e.g., robot speed was insensitive to \( \phi \)), likely because the robot penetrated its legs into the granular medium to depths of only a few particle diameters and the range of achievable \( \phi \) was small (0.61 < \( \phi \) < 0.63) in the low friction 3 mm particles.

![Figure 1](image-url) Locomotion experiment and simulation. (A) The lightweight, hexapod DynaRoACH robot resting on a bed of 3 mm diameter glass particles. (B) Leg tip trajectories from top view and side view. Blue and green trajectories denote the two alternating tripods. (C) High speed video experimental setup. (D) Simulation of the robot using MBDyn. (E) Leg tip trajectories in simulation. (F) Simulation of the robot running on a bed of 3 mm particles.
3) Locomotion experiments

We ran the DynaRoACH robot on a 75 cm long, 30 cm wide trackway filled to a depth of 6 cm (Fig. 1C). We pressed the bed using a flat plate before each trial to prepare the particles to a closely packed state. Running kinematics were captured by two high speed video cameras (AOS X-PR1) from both top and side views at a frame rate of 200 fps. One high contrast dorsal marker was bonded above the robot center of mass to obtain average forward speed; two lateral markers were bonded on the front and rear of the robot body to obtain CoM height (approximated by the average vertical position of the two markers). Stride frequency was determined from the videos.

4) Leg trajectories

To capture prescribed leg trajectories, the robot was suspended in the air and the trajectories of the leg tips were recorded as the motor rotated. During a cycle, each leg rotated backward about the hip (retraction), lifted-up sideways, and swung forward (protraction) (Fig. 1B). Leg kinematic parameters such as the fore-aft swing angle and lateral lifting angle were determined by tracking the markers on the legs and used to guide tuning of leg trajectories in simulation. We define a stride period T as the time between the start of two consecutive retraction phases, and stance as when the leg generates ground reaction force (determined from simulation).

B. Simulation

1) Discrete element method to model contact forces

To investigate locomotion of DynaRoACH in more detail, a simulation of the robot was developed and coupled to a granular media simulation. This granular simulation used the discrete element method (DEM) to compute the particle-particle and particle-intruder interaction for the 3 mm diameter glass particles. As in previous work [17], the DEM simulation was validated by matching the forces on intruders moving in the granular medium (e.g., a rod dragged horizontally) with experimental measurements.

In the DEM simulation, the normal contact force between an interacting pair of particles is given by a standard force law [22], a Hertzian repulsion and a velocity dependent dissipation (to account for a coefficient of restitution):

\[ F_n = k_n \delta^{3/2} - G_n v_n \delta^{1/2}; \]

the tangential contact force is modeled as Coulomb friction:

\[ F_f = \mu F_n; \]

where \( \delta \) is the deformation (virtual overlap) between contacting particle pairs or particle-intruder pairs, \( v_n \) the normal component of relative velocity, \( k_n = 2 \times 10^6 \text{ kg s}^{-2} \text{ m}^{-1} \) and \( G_n = 15 \text{ kg s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{1/2} \) the contact stiffness and viscoelastic dissipation coefficient, and \( \mu_{\text{friction}} = \{0.1, 0.3\} \) the particle-particle and particle-intruder friction coefficients. The restitution and friction coefficients were experimentally measured and validated in a rod drag experiment [17]. Once the parameters were set in the DEM simulation, the robot locomotion could be accurately predicted over a wide range of conditions. The simulated granular bed \((3 \times 10^5 \text{ particles})\) was 60 PD (particle diameter) in width, 15 PD in depth, and 290 PD in length, and had frictionless boundaries (Fig. 1F). At low frequencies we used a shorter granular bed (90 PD) containing \(1 \times 10^5 \text{ particles}\) to save computation time.

2) Dynamic simulation of the robot

To model the robot we used a multi-body dynamic simulator, MBDyn [23], which allows time domain simulation of multi-body mechanical systems from first principle equations. MBDyn features a full 3D simulation with six translation and rotation degree-of-freedoms. This is essential for locomotion on the surface during which pitch, roll, and yaw are often present [15].

In the dynamic simulation, the robot was constructed with similar body and leg geometries as the actual robot (Fig. 1D). The simulated robot was composed of 13 individual rigid parts: one box-shaped body, six c-shaped legs, and six linking plates between legs and body. The legs of the actual robot were not perfectly rigid but experimental observations showed little leg deformation during locomotion on granular media. The joints between the link plates and c-legs allowed front-back swing of the legs while the plate-body joints allowed sideways lifting of the legs. Tuning kinematic parameters for the joint movements produced leg trajectories that resembled experimental measurements (Fig. 1E) without mimicking the internal linkage of the actual robot.

3) Integration of DEM with dynamic simulation

We combined MBDyn with the DEM code to simulate robot locomotion on granular media via a communication interface (a UNIX socket using C++). At each time step, MBDyn integrated the equations of motion for the robot combined with the force and torques calculated from the DEM code. The updated kinematics including position, orientation, velocity, and angular velocity of each part of the robot were then passed back to the DEM code to compute the force and torque on all interacting elements at the next time step. The time step was 1 µs set by the particle collision time in DEM.

In addition to the kinematics during locomotion (e.g., CoM position and velocity, stride length, limb penetration depth), the dynamics during locomotion (e.g., net ground reaction force on each limb and tripod) were also determined from the simulation.

C. Kinematic predictions based on previous work

Because the small DynaRoACH robot has similarly shaped c-legs to the larger SandBot, we use the rotary walking model developed for SandBot [9] to make two kinematic predictions for the locomotion of the DynaRoACH robot on granular media. We will then test these predictions in both experiment and simulation.

First, we predict that both the body height and forward speed will increase during stance and decrease between stances. For walking at low frequencies, leg intrusion speeds will be small enough that granular forces will be dominated by friction, and therefore independent of speed, increase with depth (hydrostatic-like) [24], [25]. As a result, during each step, the legs will initially slowly penetrate into granular
medium while the body rests on the surface. As the legs penetrate deeply enough for the lift on the legs to balance the weight and vertical inertial force of the body, the legs should stop penetrating and rotate atop solidified granular media, lifting the body and kinematically propelling it forward. As the legs withdraw from the granular medium, the body should fall and forward speed will decrease to zero. We refer to this as rotary walking in SandBot, and expect to see these features in the small robot.

Second, based on the rotary walking model, we predict that stride length should decrease with stride frequency. In the quasi-static rotary walking mode, stride length is inversely related to leg penetration depth by geometry. As stride frequency increases, because the inertial force of the body during body lift-up increases, the legs should penetrate more deeply, and therefore the stride length will decrease. In addition, the transition from walking to swimming should be triggered by the reduction in stride length—at high enough stride frequency, stride length should become small enough that the legs will encounter previously disturbed material during each step.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Kinematics

The time-averaged forward speed of the robot measured in both experiment and simulation (Fig. 3A) agreed well, and increased monotonically with stride frequency. At the highest stride frequency (12 Hz) tested in experiment, the robot reached a speed of 50 cm/s (5 body length/s), comparable to slow runs of the zebra-tailed lizard. Calculated stride length (Fig. 3B) decreased with stride frequency from low (0-3 Hz) to intermediate frequencies (4-6 Hz) but increased with stride frequency at high frequencies (7-12 Hz). Duty factor (the percentage of the total stride period during which the limb is in contact with the ground) measured in simulation (Fig. 2E.J) fell below 0.5 at intermediate frequencies of ~6 Hz (Fig. 3C), indicating the onset of aerial phases. Closer examination of the kinematics revealed that the robot displayed a transition in locomotor mode as stride frequency increased:

1) Walking at low stride frequencies

At low stride frequencies (e.g., 3 Hz, Fig. 2A-E), as predicted, the DynaRoACH robot used a quasi-static rotary walking locomotor mode, where forward speed increased sub-linearly with stride frequency (i.e., stride length decreased; Fig. 3B). Instantaneous forward speed also increased from 0 to 25 cm/s during most of stance and then dropped to zero (Fig. 2C). Vertical position of the CoM tracked in simulation (Fig. 2A,B,D) showed that average body height was 1.28 ± 0.03 cm during stance, increased by 0.46 ± 0.03 cm (38% of the standing body height 1.2 cm) during most of stance, and then decreased by the same amount.

![Figure 2](image-url). Two locomotion modes observed for DynaRoACH moving on granular media. (A-E) Walking at low frequencies (e.g., 3 Hz). (F-J) Running at high frequencies (e.g., 11 Hz). (A,F) Sideview of the robot in experiment. (B,G) Sideview of the robot in simulation. (C,H) Instantaneous forward speed vs. time. (D,I) Body height vs. time. (E,J) Vertical ground reaction force on a tripod vs. time. Dashed curve and solid curve are for the two alternating tripods. Black horizontal line indicates body weight (mg). In (A,B) and (F,G) the three time instants shown are the start, middle, and end of three different stances. In (C-E) and (H-J) data are shown for simulation only. Duty factor is stance duration $t$ divided by stride period $T$. 
The observed decrease in stride length with stride frequency, increase in body height and forward speed during most of stance, and decrease in body height and forward speed between stances were in accord with the rotary walking model [9] (Fig. 3A,B, red curve). This suggests that like SandBot, the small DynaRoACH robot also rotary-walked on solidified granular media at low frequencies.

The decrease in body height and forward speed occurred at the start of stance; however, this does not contradict the rotary walking model, but is a consequence of the different leg trajectories of the small robot and SandBot. Because SandBot rotates its legs in circular trajectories, its body must rest on the surface between two tripods, resulting in stance phase that begins during the retraction phases of legs. The small DynaRoACH robot instead uses protraction-retraction leg trajectories, which result in stance phases that begin during protraction phases of the legs.

2) **Running at high stride frequencies**

At high stride frequencies (Fig. 2F-J, 11 Hz) the DynaRoACH robot exhibited a different locomotor mode than predicted by the rotary walking model. The forward speed of DynaRoACH increased super-linearly with stride frequency (i.e., stride length increased; Fig. 3B). Instantaneous forward speed was always greater than zero and decreased during the first half of stance. It then increased during the second half of stance (Fig. 2H). The average body height measured in simulation was 1.86 ± 0.02 cm above the surface (Fig. 2F,G,I), which was 0.58 cm (48% of the standing body height 1.2 cm) higher than that at low frequencies. Body height decreased by 0.19 ± 0.02 cm (16% of the standing body height 1.2 cm) during the first half of stance and increased by the same amount during the second half of stance. Simulation revealed that grains around the intruding legs remained fluidized throughout the stance phase.

While these kinematics were different from those predicted by the rotary walking model (Fig. 3A,B, red curve), they also differed from the slow surface swimming which SandBot used at high stride frequencies [9], in which the body height remained constant while the belly lay on the surface and forward speed was small (~ 1 cm/s). The decrease in body height and instantaneous forward speed during the first half of stance, the monotonic increase of average forward speed with stride frequency, and the aerial phases observed in the small robot at high stride frequencies resembled those observed in the zebra-tailed lizard running on granular substrates [5], which follows a spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model [26]. This suggested that unlike SandBot but like the zebra-tailed lizard, the small robot used a SLIP-like running mode at high frequencies.

**B. Vertical ground reaction force**

To understand the mechanism of the transition in locomotor mode from walking at low frequencies to running (but not swimming) at high frequencies, we examined in simulation the vertical ground reaction force, $F_z$, on a tripod of legs. For animals and legged robots moving on deformable or yielding substrates such as the surface of water [27] or granular surfaces [5], [9], it is critical to generate sufficient $F_z$ to balance the weight and inertial force of the body before legs sink too deeply into the substrate. Averaged over a cycle, lift must equal the body weight, i.e.,

$$\frac{1}{DT} \int F_z dt = mg,$$

where $mg$ is the body weight of the robot, $T$ the cycle period, and $D$ the duty factor defined as the stance duration divided by $T$.

![Figure 3. Performance and gait parameters. (A) Average forward speed vs. stride frequency (circles: experiment; squares: simulation). (B) Stride length vs. stride frequency (circles: experiment; squares: simulation). (C) Duty factor vs. frequency (simulation only). Dashed curves in (A,B) are predictions from the rotary walking model [9]. Error bars indicate standard deviation.](image-url)
At low stride frequencies (e.g., 3 Hz), because duty factor was greater than (but close to) 0.5, the $F_z$ on both tripods was close to the body weight for most of the cycle (Fig. 2E). As duty factor decreased below 0.5 with increasing stride frequency, the $F_z$ on both tripods no longer overlapped, and the magnitude of $F_z$ on each tripod increased. The peak of $F_z$ increased from ~1 mg at 3 Hz (Fig. 2E) to ~6-7 mg at 12 Hz (Fig. 2J). Peak torque on a tripod about the hips measured in simulation at 12 Hz was 10 mN-m; this was less than the stall torque of the motor-gearbox system.

The large increase in $F_z$ at high frequencies was likely a result of a material response to leg intrusion and differed from the friction-dominated yielding observed in the SandBot study. This is because the SandBot walking model based on the friction-dominated hydrostatic-like forces could only explain the mechanism governing the increase in $F_z$ at low frequencies. At low frequencies (<3 Hz), the granular force was friction-dominated, and therefore was assumed to be independent of intrusion speed and to increase with penetration depth. As stride frequency increased, this depth dependent granular force increased due to the increasing inertial force associated with lifting of the body [9], resulting in an increasing penetration depth (Fig. 4A). At high stride frequencies (>3 Hz), however, the measured leg penetration depth decreased (Fig. 4A), counter to the rotary walking model prediction. In this case, the walking model predicted a decrease in the lift force on the legs, contrary to observations (Fig. 2E, J).

This discrepancy suggests that there must be additional contribution to the force at high frequencies. Examination of leg kinematics in simulation revealed that the vertical penetration speed of the legs increased with stride frequency and reached nearly 1 m/s at 12 Hz (Fig. 4B). It is known that the granular forces during high speed impact are hydrodynamic-like and increase quadratically with impact speed [28], [29]. Our data of lift vs. vertical leg penetration speed (Fig. 5, green squares) can be described approximately by a quadratic with a non-zero $y$-intercept (Fig. 5, red curve), due to the finite yield stress of the medium. We hypothesize that as the vertical leg penetration speeds increase, the inertial force of the grains being accelerated by the legs becomes important and contributes significantly to the vertical ground reaction force. In other words, at high frequencies, instead of swimming, the robot runs on granular material that behaves like an “inertial fluid”, much like the basilisk lizard (Basiliscus), the so-called “Jesus Christ lizard” that runs on the surface of water [27].

We used previous intrusion studies in granular media to estimate the transition frequency for the DynaRoACH robot. Studies of horizontal drag and vertical impact in granular media [24], [28], [29] suggest that inertial effects become important for intrusion speeds beyond $v_c \sim (2gd)^{1/2}$, where $d$ is the particle diameter and $g$ the gravitational acceleration. For 3 mm glass particles, $v_c = 25$ cm/s. This indicates that hydrodynamic-like force should become significant as the vertical leg penetration speed increases beyond ~25 cm/s, or as stride frequency increases past ~6 Hz (Fig. 4B). This matches the observed transition in locomotor mode around 6 Hz (Fig. 3). We posit that this transition of the propulsion mechanism from low frequency (i.e., low vertical penetration speed) walking on yielding ground to high frequency (i.e., high vertical penetration speed) running on fluidizing ground is generic to locomotion on granular media. However the frequency at which the walk-to-run transition occurs should depend on parameters associated with the granular media as well as the robot morphology and kinematics.

The capability of the small robot to run rapidly at high frequencies on granular media by using hydrodynamic-like forces, in contrast to SandBot’s slow swimming, suggests that lightweight locomotors have an advantage when moving on granular surfaces. Indeed, the small robot’s legs are relatively large (~1.4 cm$^2$) compared to its body weight (25 g) (each leg applies a pressure of 800 Pa when standing), and can generate enough hydrodynamic-like lift by paddling its legs rapidly to maintain the body well above the surface. By contrast, SandBot’s legs are relatively small (~5 cm$^2$) compared to its body weight (2300 g) (each leg applies a pressure of ~1.5 x 10$^4$ Pa when standing), and cannot generate enough hydrodynamic-like lift to support the body before the legs sink deeply enough to encounter previously disturbed material over steps and trigger swimming. This may explain why the zebra-tailed lizard, the highest-performing among desert lizards of similar size, has the largest hind feet [5].

![Figure 4. Limb penetration and intrusion speed measured in simulation. (A) Maximal leg penetration depth (measured in particle diameters) vs. stride frequency. (B) Maximum leg vertical penetration speed vs. stride frequency. Error bars indicate standard deviation.](image-url)
Figure 5. Vertical ground reaction force vs. peak leg penetration speed measured in simulation. Dashed red curve indicates quadratic fit with fitting parameter \( \alpha = 5.7 \times 10^2 \) cm\(^2\)s\(^{-2}\) and with non-zero intercept at \( mg \). Error bars indicate standard deviation.

C. Parameter variation and broader applicability

Since both the DEM simulation of the granular medium and the MB Dyn multi-body analysis are based on first principles (i.e., Newton-Euler equations of motion) and validated empirical models (i.e., Hertzian contact theory, Coulomb model of friction), our results should be applicable to a broad class of granular substrates. The simulation tool therefore allows rapid and accurate systematic variation of the properties of the locomotor (e.g., leg geometry, leg trajectories) as well as the granular substrate (e.g., size, density, friction, and hardness of particles). For example, while in experiment it is difficult to alter only one property while not changing others, we can test in simulation the effects of each substrate property. This can provide insight for both design of future multi-terrain robots, and allows testing of biological hypotheses.

To demonstrate the capabilities of our simulation, we analyzed the effect of the coefficient of particle-particle friction, \( \mu_{pp} \). Dramatic changes in locomotor performance were observed when \( \mu_{pp} \) was varied (Fig. 6). For walking at low frequencies (e.g., 3 Hz, Fig. 6), filled green squares), the robot speed increased monotonically with \( \mu_{pp} \), and saturated at high \( \mu_{pp} \). In this regime, forces were dominated by friction. As \( \mu_{pp} \) increased, the legs needed to penetrate less to balance body weight and inertial force. As a result, stride length and speed increased with \( \mu_{pp} \). The saturation of speed at high \( \mu_{pp} \) was a consequence of leg penetration depth approaching zero with increasing \( \mu_{pp} \). Thus stride length could not increase further.

For running at high frequencies (e.g., 12 Hz, Fig. 6, empty green squares), the robot speed increased with \( \mu_{pp} \) for \( \mu_{pp} < 0.2 \) and decreased with \( \mu_{pp} \) for \( \mu_{pp} > 0.2 \). The increase of speed with \( \mu_{pp} \) for \( \mu_{pp} < 0.2 \) is likely because the inertial force provided by the particles being accelerated by the legs increased with \( \mu_{pp} \). We observed that multiple layers of particles directly under and around the legs were fluidized during leg penetration. We hypothesize that the size of the region of accelerating particles increases with \( \mu_{pp} \) because larger \( \mu_{pp} \) facilitates interlocking of the particles.

The decrease of speed with \( \mu_{pp} \) between \( 0.2 < \mu_{pp} < 0.4 \) for running at high frequencies is likely a result of reduction in propulsion due to an asymmetric gait. We observed that in this regime, the particles became more tightly interlocked and lost fluidity. The lift force on one tripod alone became sufficient to accelerate the robot up such that the body travelled in the air during the remainder of the cycle and the other tripod never touched the ground.

As \( \mu_{pp} \) increased above 0.4, the particles became so tightly interlocked that the granular substrate behaved like rigid ground. Locomotion became unstable as the robot bounced erratically, and its movement direction changed randomly. This is similar to the unstable motion of the robot on rigid ground [15]. Forward speed was not well defined in this regime. The perfectly rigid legs of the robot used in simulation may have contributed to this instability by generating force spikes during substrate impact [30].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Inspired by the high performing desert animals moving on granular media, we studied the locomotion of a lightweight, bio-inspired, legged robot on a granular substrate and developed an experimentally validated computer simulation of the locomotion. Kinematics measured in simulation matched experiment and enabled examination of ground reaction forces responsible for the high locomotor performance. The small robot displayed a transition in locomotor mode from walking at low frequencies to running at high frequencies. At low frequencies, hydrostatic-like forces generated during the yielding of the granular material ultimately led to solidification of the material, and the robot moved as if it were walking on a solid surface. At high frequencies, however, the inertia of the grains being accelerated became important and forces became hydrodynamic-like. In this regime the robot ran rapidly by paddling the legs on fluidized granular material which behaved like an “inertial fluid”.

Figure 6. Robot average speed upon variation of particle-particle friction in simulation (filled squares: 3Hz, empty squares: 12Hz).
Our results reveal that lightweight robots can achieve high locomotor performance on granular media by exploiting fluid properties of the granular material. This locomotion mode is distinct from previously observed low frequency yielding walking strategy, and provides a better understanding of fundamental locomotive modes for a broad class of granular substrates. The lightweight robot platform enables detailed examination of legged locomotion, and provides likely the best model to date of a robot running on granular media. In addition, the integrated simulation tool we developed can be used to systematically test the effect of both locomotor and substrate properties on locomotor performance, which can guide the design, control and power consumption estimates for high-performing multi-terrain robot platforms.

Finally, we note that while experiment and simulation allow detailed investigation of mechanics of movement on granular media, a complementary approach is needed, that of low order dynamical models that can be used to gain insight into the critical mechanics of dynamical running. In our future work, we will investigate if a dynamic force law that describes the hydrodynamic-like forces during high speed leg intrusions can be obtained from measurements in DEM simulation. We posit that a generalized locomotion model similar to the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) [26] can be developed based on the force law, and can extend our current study to more generalized conditions. This generalized model will shed light on the locomotor dynamics of legged animals and robots on granular media, as well as guide development for analytically tractable low order models.
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